CASE STUDY: CAMPING WORLD

 How Camping World was able to Increase Opens by 15%
and Clicks by 5% using NiftyImages

Since 1966, Camping World has proudly offered specialized
products and accessories, expert advice and professional
service to recreational vehicle owners and campers. With
over 150 SuperCenters nationwide, a full-service call center
and website featuring thousands of quality products for
RVs, camping, towing and outdoor living, Camping World is
the premier one-stop-shop for everything RV.

CREATING A MORE PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE
Building emails that stand out in your subscriber’s inbox has
become more challenging than ever before. Taking on this
challenge, Camping World looked past their basic ESP
options to give their subscribers an experience that would
show both immediate returns and a lasting impression.
“NiftyImages enables a new level of creativity in our email
campaigns and saves time by providing advanced
functionality with a modern set of tools and simple U/I.” Aib Syed, Email Marketing Manager.
Personalized Images using subscriber data
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With 55 years of marketing experience,
Camping World knew the value of showing
the closest locations for each Good Sam Park
relative to the subscribers current location.
Using Live Maps allows their clients to see parks
that are within driving distance at the time they
open their email and get directions with one
click from their emails.

“With NiftyImages, we gained another tool in
our toolbelt that allowed us to achieve a level
of personalization in our emails that wasn’t
previously possible.”
- Brad Greene, MarTech Team Lead

Live Maps using Geo Targeting
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Using a variety of different image types such as
personalized images with embedded subscriber data,
countdown timers, rule based images and live maps,
Camping World is able to consistently see lifts in their
campaign performance.

ABOUT NIFTYIMAGES

NiftyImages works with 1,000+ companies in more than
60 countries, allowing marketers to create innovative,
personalized emails with ease. By leveraging real-time
data, 1-to-1 experiences are produced at scale to drive
engagement and revenue.
LEARN MORE

https://niftyimages.com/
REQUEST A DEMO

Support@NiftyImages.com

Countdown Timer

